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Name :

clock worth £12.99. Can John a!ord the clock?

1) John has £

a toaster worth £40.00. Does Lucy have enough money to buy the toaster?

2) Lucy has £

lamp worth £25.00. Is the money enough for Charles to buy the lamp?

3) Charles has £

4) Rose has £

worth £8.28. State whether James can buy the ball or not.

5) James has £

in his wallet. He wants to buy a wall 

in her wallet. She wants to buy 

in his wallet. He wants to buy a table

in her wallet. She wants to buy a slide

in his wallet. He wants to buy a ball

worth £34.99 for her children. Can Rose buy the slide?
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Name :
Answer key

clock worth £12.99. Can John a!ord the clock?

1) John has £

a toaster worth £40.00. Does Lucy have enough money to buy the toaster?

2) Lucy has £

lamp worth £25.00. Is the money enough for Charles to buy the lamp?

3) Charles has £

4) Rose has £

worth £8.28. State whether James can buy the ball or not.

5) James has £

Yes, he can.

No, she doesn’t.

Yes, it is.

Yes, he can.

No, she can’t.

in his wallet. He wants to buy a wall 

in her wallet. She wants to buy 

in his wallet. He wants to buy a table

in her wallet. She wants to buy a slide

in his wallet. He wants to buy a ball

14.02

35.26

26.13

31.05

10.36

worth £34.99 for her children. Can Rose buy the slide?
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